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Outline

▪ A perspective on AI and autonomy

▪ Some cool AI applications- the 
seductive part!

▪ Where/how AI falls short- current 
challenges

▪ Overview of the Johns Hopkins 
Institute for Assured Autonomy



Examples of Tomorrow’s Highly Connected Autonomous World
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The Potential of the Autonomous World-
What Are the Enablers?

▪ Advanced computational power, cloud-based computing

▪ New sensor technologies- from LIDAR to walls that sense

▪ Communications technology high-speed fiber optics, 5G, and

▪ AI methods and technology
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Applications of AI in COVID-19 Response

Doctors are using AI to triage covid-19 patients. The tools 
may be here to stay.
Faced with staff shortages and overwhelming patient loads, a 
growing number of hospitals are turning to automated tools to 
help them manage the pandemic.

AI Is Being Applied to the 
development of drugs and 

vaccines.

The Pentagon Will Use AI to Predict Panic 
Buying, COVID-19 Hotspots

AI for COVID-19: Developing the “Corona-
Score” for Patient Monitoring Using Deep 

Learning CT Image Analysis

AI Uncovers a Potential Treatment for Covid-19 Patients
Software suggested an arthritis drug might quell an out-of-
control immune response that damages the lungs. Now it's 
being tested in a clinical trial.

AI-powered COVID-19 watch
Stay safe, stay informed: follow the latest COVID-19 
developments in your country in real time with this AI-
powered tool (click on your country’s name to zoom in).

Public Policy Decisions Being 
Made Based on Data Evidence 

(Human Mobility Model)
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Some Cool Applications of AI-
Driverless Cars

0:00-1:30
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Some Cool Applications of AI-
Medical Diagnosis

0:00-1:18
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Some Cool Applications of AI-
Speech

Did you know?  Alexa speech technology was developed at JHU!
Google Duplex
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Some Cool Applications of AI-
Robotics

3:40-4:00
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Some Cool Applications of AI-
Music Composition

Composed with IBM’s Watson Beat, Amper, AIVA, and Google Magenta.

0:00-0:30
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What is AI? (John McCarthy, 1955)

▪ Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer program or a machine to think and learn. 

▪ John McCarthy came up with the name "artificial intelligence" in 1955.

▪ AI used to be all about intelligent search methods to improve efficiency

o Traditional depth-first search

o Breadth-first search

o Lowest-cost-first search

o Heuristic depth-first search

o Greedy best-first search

o A* search

▪ Tic-Tac-Toe, checkers, chess, Go, …

▪ A related thread of research is based on statistical methods, which I think of as machine learning.

▪ Does AI mimic the brain?
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Neural Networks
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Neural Networks Introduction

0:00-4:38
CREDIT: Sebastian Lague
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Neural Networks (Machine Learning)-
the Devil is in the Details!

▪ The parameters of the NN are critical! 

o Number and type of neurons 

o Number of layers

o Connectivity

o Activation function, etc.

▪ Features (modeling)

o Multiple dimensions

o Type of neural network
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What Can Go Wrong?

▪ The examples of applications are the success stories and 
are the result of a LOT of trial and error!
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Common Pitfalls of Machine Learning 
(ML) Modeling

▪ Picking the “right” training data!
o The samples need to be spread all over the data space- how is the computer supposed to deal 

with something it hasn’t been trained on (unanticipated inputs)?

Gender and racial bias found in Google’s & Amazon’s facial recognition technology 
Research shows that Amazon’s tech has a harder time identifying

gender in darker-skinned and female faces
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Related Notions:

1. Under-sampling- not enough training samples in a particular category
o Note: if there are many features and types of features then it’s VERY easy to 

end up with under-sampling (e.g., faces in the Amazon example)
2. Imbalance of training data

o Example: if 90% of patients are not readmitted to a hospital in 30 days, and 
the training data reflects that imbalance, then the NN will end up just saying 
that no one will be readmitted and have 90% accuracy!

3. Privacy leakage
o There are certain applications where lack of a lot of training data can yield 

very specific information: e.g., “mayor health conditions”
4. Macro changes in the model 

o Consumer buying habits during COVID-19 and their impact on supply chain 
management programs 

o AI-generated email ads during COVID-19 using phrases such as “going viral”
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Over-Generalization

▪ Expecting the model to do too much- it becomes a jack of all trades and 
master of none!

▪ Example: predicting readmission likelihoods for hospital patients- there are so 
many different types of patients in a hospital!
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Not Including the Right Features in 
the Model

▪ If things are going on “behind the scenes”, the model 
will not be able to make accurate predictions!

▪ Example: predicting the likelihood of patients showing 
up for doctor appointments (to guide overbooking 
strategies):
o The data showed that older females were usually 

very reliable for their appointments at JH except 
for on certain days.

o It turned out that on those days it snowed in 
Baltimore!

o Therefore, it would be a good idea to include the 
weather as one of the features in the model!
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ML-Based Systems are Easily Fooled!

There are MANY edge cases and areas of doubt!
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Racial, Gender… Bias

▪ Machine learning models are correlation engines 
and are very good at finding correlations in the 
data!

▪ In many cases the correlations are related to race, 
gender, socio-economic status, etc. (e.g., credit 
system)

▪ It’s hard to get rid of bias in ML-based systems!  
▪ The systems will find ways to preserve the bias, 

even if race, gender, etc., are not features- use zip 
code, for instance.

▪ ML systems are happy to be biased if it produces 
better results.
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ML is Over-Used and/or Misused

1. In some cases, there are elegant and efficient algorithms to 
solve specific problems (e.g., sorting)

2. In other cases, there are formulas (e.g., laws of motion)
3. And in other cases, rule-based systems (if x then y) will do 

just fine!
4. Finally, there are problems where ML is just awful!

o We probably don’t need ML to predict if a ball will roll in front of a car.
o Do we want ML to guide a space vehicle to another planet?
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Conflicting Or Poor 
Reward/Incentive/Objective Functions

ML systems are often driven by some kind of reward function-
things can go terribly wrong:

▪ HAL 9000 (2001: A Space Odyssey)
▪ Sub-surface sightseeing vehicle
▪ Vacuum cleaner
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Model Drift

▪ Underlying assumptions for which the ML 
model was built change over time or under 
certain conditions, rendering the model 
ineffective or dangerous.

o Imagine that the Jetsons use facial 
recognition for entry into their house and for 
device control. 

o What happens to everyone’s face over time?
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Causality

▪ Humans have a difficult time with cause and effect (example: manufacturing 
process).

▪ We often address the symptoms, not the root, or underlying, causes.

▪ Relationships among variables can be complex and are critical for effective ML 
(conversely, to avoid “bad AI”).

▪ Causality is emerging as a recognized area of research in ML.
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How Humans and Machines Interact

Will probably be one of the most challenging overall technology issues 
for the 21st Century.

▪ How much control should humans have over “autonomous” systems?

▪ How do machines pick up on social queues of humans?

▪ Should humans have the right to know when they’re interacting with a machine?
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ML-Based Systems Are Vulnerable to 
Cyberattacks

▪ Training data can be slightly altered, and it would be difficult to detect it, 
yielding catastrophic results!

▪ Also, ML can be used to create more devious and difficult to detect malware 
and other types of attacks, including leakage of data.
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ML Components Rely on the Veracity of 
Other Components

▪ Complex systems have very large number of components interacting 
with one another and with humans!

▪ Inaccurate or hacked data from sensors and other components could 
lead to situations in which the ML is misled and subsequently fails.

▪ What to trust??
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Ethics

▪ Decisions in ML-based systems are being made that are life-altering and even 
life-threatening!

▪ Example 1: Do I tune my medical diagnosis model to have: 

o More false positives (which may lead to failure of my product)? 

o More false negatives (which may lead to more lives lost)?  

o I have to have some of at least one!

▪ Example 2: How do I design a collision avoidance system for a car in the case 
when it has to decide between: 

o Hitting one group of pedestrians that darted into the middle of the street

o Veering into another group on the sidewalk
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ML Modeling Has Been Made Too Easy!

▪ Slick software packages for developing Machine Learning systems are being 
abused by some who are unaware of the many pitfalls!

▪ Designers have an impulse to throw everything into the model, leading to 
many of the problems described previously.

▪ Thoughtful modeling is needed, in addition to knowing how to navigate 
around the pitfalls!
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Relying Too Much on AI

▪ There are many applications in which an AI-based systems can serve in 
an advisory role in addition to other systems and methods.

▪ For example, an AI system for medical diagnosis could show a physician 
a number of patients with similar symptoms, with caveats, and allow the 
physician to choose among treatment options (DIY AI). 
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Unpredictable Effects

▪ “Algorithmic collusion” in determining values of people (baseball players) or 
things- financial market volatility (flash crashes, Amazon’s $24M book)

▪ Impact on policy-making, censorship, military conflicts, population surveillance,…

▪ Impact on jobs and economies- opportunities vs. disruptions

▪ “Minority Report” type applications

▪ Robot-driven robot factories

▪ Long-term possibilities including self-awareness
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Lack of Explainability

▪ When an ML-based system produces a result, we want to know why it arrived at that 
decision!

▪ When classifying an animal, is it selecting a feature on the animal’s face or is it 
picking up the background (i.e., house=dog, snow=wolf)?

▪ Examples: creditworthiness, sentencing guidelines for convicted felons, etc.

▪ This is important for all of the reasons described previously, including fairness!  

AI will be with us in more and bigger ways for the rest of our lives, but…

Can ML-based systems be trusted??
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Taking Action: From Research to Impact

Make JHU an international leader in assuring autonomy

Make our campuses the frontier for groundbreaking approaches in 
assured autonomy that will improve the human condition



Technology Ecosystem Policy & Governance

Johns Hopkins Institute for Assured Autonomy (IAA)
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Operating in partnership with industry, government and academia, the IAA ensures the safe, secure, 
reliable, ethical, and predictable integration of autonomous systems into society by covering the full 
spectrum of research and application across the three pillars of technology, ecosystem, and policy & 
governance.

Drive a future where autonomous systems are trustworthy contributors to society.
Vision

Mission



IAA Highlights
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• Soft-launched in late 2019 following inception in 2017

• Partnership between WSE and APL with participation across JHU and beyond

• $30M investment from Pres. Ron Daniels

• Internal seed-funding research

• Faculty slots

• Flagship projects

• Facilities

• BDP/Executive Director (separate funding)

• First internal seed funding- 10 projects with APL/WSE+ co-PIs, $6.5M over two 

years

• Other activities

• Assured Autonomy Roadmap

• Design of HQ facilities in the Stieff Silver Building

• Planning for flagship projects and grand challenge projects

• Seminars and other virtual events with plans for workshops

• External partnership discussions

• BDP/Executive Director search

• Website: iaa.jhu.edu
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Transitions

Produce results that 
have impact

Apply test results on 
real world 

applications
Identify 
knowledge gaps

Partnerships

Dissemination

Address 
research 
challenges

Research

Roadmap/ 
Thought 

Leadership

Flagship 
Projects

Tools & 
Methodologies

Establish and grow resources to implement the roadmap

Institute for Assured Autonomy Strategic Approach
Drive a future where autonomous systems are trustworthy contributors to society



IAA Potential Flagship Projects
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Enabling future autonomous 
unmanned vehicle (UxV) 

ecosystems

Smart City cyber-physical IoT 
management & response 

platform

Distributed ecosystems for AI-
enabled health assessments & 

early warning



Beneficial 
and ethical 
impact on 

society

Predictable 
and seamless 

integration into 
complex 

ecosystems

Security and 
resilience to 

attack
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Building a Holistic Framework of Assured Autonomy

Safe and 
reliable 

operations



Building a Holistic Framework: Internal Research Portfolio

Verified Assured Learning 

For Unmanned Embedded 

Systems (VALUES)

Identifying Factors To 

Explain The Behavior of 

Deep Learning Machines

Regression Analysis For 

Autonomy Performance 

Comparison

Assured Autonomous 

Vehicle Policy

Assuring Autonomous 

Airspace Operations

Physical Domain Adversarial 

Machine Learning For Visual 

Object Recognition

Risk-Sensitive Adversarial 

Learning For Autonomous 

Systems

Socially-Aware Robot 

Navigation in Human 

Environments

RADICS: Runtime Assurance 

Of Distributed Intelligent 

Control Systems

Bias and Privacy Attacks in AI 

For Healthcare and 

Automotive Systems 

4

0

Safe and Reliable Secure and Resilient Beneficial and EthicalSeamlessly Integrated
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Internal Research Portfolio

PI: Anna L. Buczak, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

PI: Mark Dredze, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Paul Stankiewicz, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

PI: Marin Kobilarov, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Marin Kobilarov and Greg Hager, JHU Whiting 

School of Engineering

PI: Aurora Schmidt, JHU Applied Physics 

Laboratory

Safe and Reliable

Identifying Factors To 

Explain The Behavior of 

Deep Learning Machines

Verified Assured Learning 

For Unmanned Embedded 

Systems (VALUES)

Regression Analysis For 

Autonomy Performance 

Comparison
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Internal Research Portfolio

PI: Alan Yuille, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Yinzhi Cao, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Philippe Burlina, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

PI: Raman Arora, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Ashley Llorens, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

Risk-Sensitive Adversarial 

Learning For Autonomous 

Systems

Physical Domain Adversarial 

Machine Learning For Visual 

Object Recognition

Secure and Resilient
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Internal Research Portfolio

Low altitude operations (Drones at <400ft) are 

driving increased complexity in National Airspace 

Systems

PI: Yair Amir, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Tamim Sookoor, JHU Applied Physics 

Laboratory

PI: Lanier Watkins, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

PI: Louis Whitcomb, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

Assuring Autonomous 

Airspace Operations

RADICS: Runtime Assurance 

Of Distributed Intelligent 

Control Systems

Seamlessly Integrated
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Internal Research Portfolio

PI: Yinzhi Cao, JHU Whiting School of Engineering

PI: Philippe Burlina, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory PI: Chien-Ming Huang, Whiting School of Engineering

PI: I-Jeng Wang, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory 

Key Contributor: Kapil Katyal, JHU Applied Physics Laboratory

PI: Tak Igusa, JHU Whiting School of 

Engineering

PI: Josh Mueller, JHU Applied Physics 

Laboratory 

PI: Johnathon Ehsani, Jeff Michael, JHU 

Bloomberg School of Public HealthBeneficial and Ethical

Assured Autonomous 

Vehicle Policy

Socially-Aware Robot 

Navigation in Human 

Environments

Bias and Privacy Attacks in AI 

For Healthcare and 

Automotive Systems 
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Summary

1. AI techniques, driven by the technologies that enable them, have opened up
countless possibilities for breakthrough applications.

2. AI has inherent limitations that cannot be overlooked.

3. Often, the limitations and/or fallacies of an AI-driven application are difficult to 
identify and characterize!

4. These new types of sources of system failures are in addition to all that we’ve had 
to test for in the past.

5. The field is a work in progress, as new AI techniques and applications are 
introduced constantly.
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